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Jahmari Thomas(9-6-1997)
 
found this thing called poetry tryna make it worthwhile.......a little young eleven
year old boy but I can manage..yaa digg...yupperz
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Basic Thinking
 
The movement of the water moves the coast further South but the placement pf
the coast depends on the mental truth of one mans darkest night
 
The strenght of a strong man never outshines the strength of the weak man
 
When both man and woman both try to be leaders there isn't enough space in
the galaxy for them to  be together
 
This all comes together when I do my Basic Thinking!
 
Jahmari Thomas
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Beat To America
 
beat me, whip me, scratch me, it dont heart at all
you my have taken my freedom but hope will never fall
 
my wife is your toy to play when you please,
tell you one thing she never got on her knees,
 
the white will soon die but black will live so my brother
i got nothing to take but something to give
 
i give money, advice, and a peace of mind
thats why when you see me a soulful chill runs down your spine
 
Jahmari Thomas
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Deep Thoughts
 
Having to walk throught the good deeds of someone so perfect, do you ever
think about the sins of someone so righteous
 
Having to think for someone else is like feeding off your own knowledge but
knowing you are able to think for someone else is its own reward
 
The life of a million followers brings the had full of leaders compassionate joy
 
There could be one moon for the earth but that doesnt mean the other star dont
shine as the darkest times
 
The people who hurt you so badly always come up with ways to make you pity
them
 
From the clearness of the boldness that was tought makes me have Deep
Thoughts! ! !
 
Jahmari Thomas
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Hooked With Love
 
The one girl I see everyday always plays hard to get even though they insult
thyself, i still have love...but you neva give up because in your heart you are
meant to be...You Are Hooked With Love neccassarily being hooked with love isnt
bad because when your in love it takes a while or the spark to leave.. personallly
when i was hooked with love I was always filled with joy!
 
Jahmari Thomas
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Man Walking On Glass
 
Man walks on glass has a women who always stands for his past all red white
and blue show the women who is standing on the other side of you!
 
The wonderful women is the queen of my domain even when I face an error she
never shows me shame!
 
Jahmari Thomas
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The Man Of Confusion
 
the man of confusion,
often has many personalities,
sometimes sweet and peaceful or event soulful like the hermany of man and
woman,
but there hearts like a black hole
 
the man of confusion,
the negitive man who beats his wife at night,
but somehow you still care for that man,
the most intellegent person is the one who is the most misunderstood,
sometimes they are like outcast of the world,
but then they are the perfect superstar,
 
I personally no a man of confusion
 
Jahmari Thomas
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Why Hate The Unknown
 
If you think about the pain of the first impression that glazes upon one persons
unknown
Why Hate the Unknown?
 
Just Because someone has painful memories of a place...Why hate the Unknown?
 
 
The first impression is the fakiest time putting on the act to fit in but really
downgrading thyself
 
When man doesnt understand the compassion of something so beautiful they
become the ones who hit the unknown
 
Jahmari Thomas
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Why Lie The Confession
 
why lie,
when admitting the wrong one has done they become more trustworthy,
trust is very important like if the sun refused giving light to the moon,
when i was younger i committed many lies,
trying to get by but being caught in the venus fly trap,
 
when telling one lie to back that lie up
you tell another
 
lying was truthfully my soulful brother
 
Jahmari Thomas
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